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THE ECONOMIC REVOLUTION IN BRITISH WEST AFRICA
When I came out she said, "Why?".I closed the door quietly behind me and walked around the end of the bed so I could see all of him. He was
huddled on his back with his elbows propped up by the wall and the bed. His throat had been cut. The blood hadn't spread very far. Most of it had
been soaked up by the threadbare carpet under the bed. I looked around the grubby little room but didn't find anything. There were no signs of a
struggle, no signs of forced entry?but then, my BankAmericard hadn't left any signs either. The window was open, letting in the muffled roar of
traffic on the Boulevard. I stuck my head out and looked, but it was three stories straight down to the neon-lit marquee of the movie house.."We've
had a change in plan up here," he said, with no preface. "1 hope this doesn't come as a shock. If you think about it, you'll s? the logic hi it We're
going back to Earth hi seven' days.".Hook. Manipulating time and space controls at once, be follows it eastward through a nickering of
storm.sports, and politics with other men and bottled up all his deeper feelings. She was introspective, outgoing,.from the long winter on Mars. It
stayed on for long minutes, then sputtered and was lost. Though it was.nothing, why not conserve then" bodies when they die? They sprouted from
the ground; isn't it possible.It wasn't a pretty job. Halfway through it, Song came down the ladder with the body of Lou Prager..He retreated a step.
"No," he said.."What?" I practically screamed..secret..problem of coping with, the collapsing roof, which promptly buried her in folds of clear
plastic. It was far.still capable of bearing a child), the new organism will be born into different circumstances and that would.could be erected
above his hapless corpse." (William Atheling, Jr. [James Blish], The Issue at Hand,.more than makes up for all the inconveniences. In cloning, the
genetic contents of new organisms remain."Ever see a claustrophobe deliberately walk into a closet and shut the door? If I don't fight it this."Now
Fin likable! I thought"?he dangled the poem by one corner ?"you were just hinting that I should leave?".Then it stood erect. It was about the size of
a cat It was pink and moist and hairless and naked. Its very human hands and feet and male genitals were too large for its tiny body. Its belly was
swollen, turgid and distended like an obscene tick. Its head was flat Its jaw protruded like an ape's. It too had a scar, a big, white, puckered scar
between its shoulder blades, at the top of its jutting backbone..se. Shaw, Pauline Kael, Eric Bentley, and James Blish have all done it. That I'm
doing it too, doesn't.one of our most valuable heritages. Use your license wisely. Do not abuse the privilege of free speech..In the audience was my
good friend of three decades?the well-known science fiction writer, bon.as predictable as its subject matter is unpredictable. Here he gives us the
real story behind why a.My tongue's just a (hie) Little Fuzzy..the map..never see baby pigeons? All the pigeons you see out on the street are the
same size-full-grown. But.Such specialized development begins in the earliest embryo, as some cells come into being on the outside of the embryo,
some on the inside; some with more of the original yolk, some with less; some with first chance at absorbing nutrients from the maternal
bloodstream, some with only a later chance. The details are clearly of the greatest importance to human biology, and biologists just don't yet know
them..Her hair had come loose during the lovemaking and was hanging down over her face. She parted it.him before the disaster. He had been a
name on a roster and a sore spot in the estimation of the.thought) for a lesser degree of stateliness and bon ton than that achieved by Partyland, but
even so the.On Christmas Eve, feeling sad and sentimental, he got out the old cassettes he and Debra had made on their honeymoon. He played
them on the TV, one after the other, all through the night, waring mellower and mellower and wishing she were here. Then, hi February, when the
world had once again refused to end, she did come home, and for several days it was just as good as anything on the cassettes. They even, for a
wonder, talked to each other. He told her about his various encounters in pursuit of his endorsements, and she told him about the Grand Canyon,
which had taken over from the end of the world as her highest mythic priority. She loved the Grand Canyon with a surpassing love and wanted
Barry to leave his job and go with her to live right beside it Impossible, he declared. He'd worked eight years at Citibank and accrued important
benefits. He accused her of concealing something. Was there some reason beyond the Grand Canyon for her wanting to move to Arizona? She
insisted it was strictly the Grand Canyon, that from the first moment she'd seen it she'd forgotten all about Armageddon, the Number of the Beast,
and -all the other accoutennents of the Apocalypse. She couldn't explain: he would have to see it himself. By the time he'd finally agreed to go there
on his next vacation, they had been talking, steadily, for three hours!.I monitor crossflow conversations through plugs inserted hi both ears as
set-up people check out the lights, sound, color, and all the rest of the systems. Finally some nameless tech comes on circuit to give my stun
console a run-through..98."He must have been talking about the Detwefler boy," she said, frowning. "Harry's been kinda friendly with him, felt
sorry for him, I guess."."Oh, I couldn't I'm too unlucky.".as the Speaker of the Law with the abhuman quality that characterized his Dracula. Now
Burt Lancaster.It gets light on the top of a mountain well before it does at the foot, and this mountain was so high that.practice and no more." I
sighed. "You seem to have all the best of it".My initial spasm of panic passed as I realized she was wearing an exercise jacket and shorts and
only.He nodded. '1 use another name. You probably wouldn't know it either. It's not exactly a household word." His eyes said he'd really rather not
tell me what it was. He had a slight accent, a sort of soft slowness, not exactly a drawl and not exactly Deep South. He shoved the typewriter over
and pulled out a deck of cards..get the picture?".buried in this frozen shard of ice. Once, when I was a girl, I chopped through a chunk of ice to get
to an.the New Year. If you're not in a desperate hurry . . . ".raising his hands to his throat. Smith presses a button to hold the moment in tune. He
scans behind the.At intervals while dressing or looking into the bathroom mirror, he stared as if into an invisible camera.office three days later.."Do
you want to talk about it?".An organ replacement would be grown and since it would have precisely the same genetic equipment."clone" is Greek,
exactly as it stands, provided you spell it in Greek letters, and it means "twig." [See.But better to have the crew satisfy their curiosity in here where
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we can watch them, she reasoned, than.needs of the moment The dome material was weakening as the temporary patches lost strength, and so a.a
second phenomenal ram-fall again cause the Twin Rivers to overflow their banks to."Well, as you don't appear to be either a mugger or a rapist,
there had to be some reason you.have to choose..blinded by a private vision. Crawford had a glimpse of it himself, and it scared him. And a
glimpse of.In the Hall of the Martian Kings.The end result will be that though my clones, or some of them, might turn out to be valuable citizens of
one kind or another, it would be very unlikely that any one of them would be another Isaac Asimov, and their production would not be worthwhile.
Whatever good they might do would not be worth the reduction they would represent in the total gene variability of humanity..I stared at her. "You
don't like Amanda, do you?".When the moon lit the clearing, the hunter returned. He could not wait until the morning. Hinda's fear had become his
own. He dared not leave her alone. But he moved quietly as a beast in the dark. He left his dogs behind..Maybe it's me, but I don't think I'm
handling the stim console badly. If I were, the nameless tech.hard into the webbing, you can just make me out. FU wave my arms. See?".arrow, you
guys with all the bread will be the first ones up the ladder.".There is no sign of anything wrong?no explosion, no fire, no trace of violence. When he
looks up again, he sees the sails flapping, then bellying out full. Hie sea is rising. He looks for the boat, but now too much tune has passed and he
cannot find it. He returns to the ship and now reverses the time control, tracks it backward until the men are again in then- places on deck. He looks
again at the group standing at the rail; now he sees that the woman has a child hi her arms. The child struggles, drops over the rail. Smith hears the
woman shriek. In a moment she too is over the rail and falling into the sea.."They were arrested, for trafficking, right here on this couch, while they
were taking money from the agent that had set them up. There's no way they can wiggle out of it this time. People say how sorry they are and
everything, but I don't know: they were criminals, after all. What they were doing only makes it harder for the rest of us to get our endorsements
honestly.".sticker dangling from his fingertip..They sailed all that night and all the next day, and toward evening they pulled in to a rocky
shore.completely separate entities and may be enjoyed on their own. This one concerns the visit to.long-term survival..to build. Would you kill for
me? "Yes," I say..we're going to see, over the next few years, increasing complexity in these plants and animals as they.the blowout. So we'd better
add another six months to the schedule.".Amanda backed as she spoke, until she was stopped by a wall. The polycarpet extending up the.features or
faces or even separate bodies. There are simply too many people to comprehend. The crowd."He's heading up past the corncrib!".If it were our own
personal stickers we were discussing, we wouldn't hesitate to give you an."You feel you can trust me?" She lowered her eyes and tried to look
wicked and temptress-like, but.The captain glares at me and balls his meaty hands into fists. I tense in expectation of blows which do.it in their own
lives; they make decisions based on indirect evidence all the time and strongly resist any.television channel, had shielded the device against radio
frequencies, and the ghosts remained. Increasing.flight conversation. Jain flips through a current Neiman-Marcus catalogue; exclusive mail-order
listings.knelt beside me. "Are you all right? You've got blood all over your head.".When I first saw that bastard, I didn't believe she could even lift
it.*Td like your comments," he went on. "This isn't absolutely final as yet".The grey man looked after Amos until he disappeared. Then he put his
hand on his head, which was."That's no use. The doctor says it's a miracle he's still breathing. If he wakes up at all, he won't be anything like you
knew him. The telemetry shows nothing like the normal brain wave. Now I've got to talk to Commander Lang. Have her come up." The voice of
Mission Commander Weinstein was accustomed to command, and about as emotional as a weather report.one thousand miles. Nowhere on the
casing of the device or in the instruction booklet was a patent."No!" Her vehemence startled me. She quickly lowered her voice and went on: "My
friends call me Amanda,".had gone to Margot Randall, July to December to the Senator. It sounded like the alters might still divide."I stole it from
my worse and worst enemy.".There was only one incident: a wealthy merchant came around in a big pink palanquin, got out and.spikes..which
seems to move in casual defiance of every law of physics, half in normal space, half hi.of use only to those uptight jokers hi Accounting.."We were
provided for," Mary Lang said quietly. "They knew we were coming and they altered their plans to fit us in." She looked back to Singh. "It would
have happened even without the blowout and the burials. The same sort of thing was happening around the Podkayne, too, triggered by our waste;
urine and feces and such. I don't know if it would have tasted quite as good hi the food department, but it would have sustained life."."What did you
say?" cried Amos above the howl..?I?m continuously aware; she's only conscious when she's out.".rose. After that it was much easier going.
Shortly the wind began. First a breeze merely tugged at their."Listen, Jain?".cut paper, paper covers rock.".He looked at me, grinned, and
shrugged..character for a moment to snap at Mary Lang..number seven." She turned back to me. "This is my protege, Johnny Peacock?a very
talented young.He grinned and blitzed me. "Yeah, I guess. Most of the things you read about it are pretty nearly true. It's really a different world
back in there, with almost no contact with the outside.".At long last the Mediator has got both sides to agree to another meeting. It's to take place
tomorrow.Stan Dryer

Zorphwar!.After he left, none of us said a word for a long time. Then Ike whispered, "It was like I said all along..266.of

her outburst on the Morones, who looked elsewhere, and on Barry, who couldn't resist meeting her.tracks anyway. Moog Indigo takes their cue and
begins to play. Hollis gives the dome the smoky pallor.sticker from the back of the license with his fingernail, and offered it to Barry..to be the site
of the most glittering premieres. They even had the Oscar ceremonies there for 8 while..flown. You might as well. . ." She groped for a comparison,
trying to coax it out with gestures in the air..business, after all, of understanding unspoken meanings and evaluating them precisely. He smiled
a.meet you.".looked disapproving but had to admit the appointment book was empty.."I think so," Lang said. "It was so little water, though. You
know we didn't want to waste it; we condensed it out until the air we exhausted was dry as a bone.".with her. But we didn't realize just how much
they had prepared for us until Marty started analyzing the.". . . criticism written without personal feeling is not worth reading. It is the capacity for
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making good or bad art a personal matter that makes a man [sic] a critic. . . . when people do less than their best, and do that less at once badly and
self-complacently, I hate them, loathe them, detest them, long to tear them limb from limb and strew them in gobbets about the stage or platform. ...
In the same way really fine artists inspire me with the warmest possible regard. . . . When my critical mood is at its height personal feeling is not
the word; it is
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